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Abstract
More and more embedded processor are activated everyday, most of them to industrial
equipment to create the fourth industrial revolution.
These embedded processor sense and process data to create insights enabling smart
factories that can operate without physical intervention opening the way to new possibilities
and new challenges, one of all is the security of the data and of the networks of these
industries.
Despite the compelling features of Industrial Internet of Things, the security of such network
is impeding their rapid deployment.
In this thesis we try to use machine learning to analyze the Intrusion detection in such
networks (IPv6 based) using data from both simulated and real world deployment of Internet
of Things Networks.
We propose a data-driven anomaly detection that operates at transport layer of 6LoWPAN
deployments and exploring the possibilities of different tools.
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Introduction
Document Structure
●
●
●
●

Chapter 1: Internet of Things and Security challenges
Chapter 2: Use case and definition for creation of data
Chapter 3: Data Analysis
Chapter 4: Conclusion and future work

Chapter 1: Internet of Things and Security Challenges
To create and work on this thesis was necessary an introduction on the topic and on all of
component used.
Here it is presented the research done to approach and better understand the methods and
the solution proposed.
●
●
●
●
●

Internet of Things
Industry 4.0
Security Issues & vulnerabilities
Intrusion types
Machine Learning Techniques

Going through all the problem faced while talking about Internet of Things and Security of the
network.

Chapter 2: Use Cases and Data Creation
To find a solution and validate our first hypothesis a Use Case is needed, here is described the
different approaches used to create both use cases and data to better understand how
Internet of things works on the Transport layer.
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Chapter 3: Data analysis
After the creation of the data is needed to analyze them in order to extrapolate important
information on the different behaviour of the nodes and the network in both Normal Case
and Malicious Case using different Machine Learning Techniques.

Chapter 4: Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter will be elaborated the conclusions on the proposed system, suggesting the
implementation and continue the work of the thesis to create a real and usable product.
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Chapter 1: Internet of Things and
Security Challenges

Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an extension of internet connectivity into physical devices and
everyday objects. These devices can be embedded into any forms of hardware and can
communicate and interact over internet other than being monitored and controlled.
[16][17][18][19][20]
In 1994, Reza Raji described the concept of IoT as “moving small packets of data to a large set
of nodes so as to integrate and automate everything from home appliance to entire
factories”[23].
The term IoT was born in 1999 [24] with (RFID) as essential to Internet of things to allow
computers to manage all individual things.
In 2010 there were already 1.84 connected devices per person and by 2020 there will be 50
billion devices.
But which are the major components of Internet of Things?
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Smart devices and sensors
These are sensors capable of collect data from the environment and transmit the
informations to the next layer.
These sensors are connected through Low power and lossy network like:
● WiFi
● ZigBee
● bluetooth
● Z-wave
Developments in the low power, low cost wireless transmitting devices are promising in the
area of IoT due to its long battery life and efficiency.[21]
The latest protocol like 6LowPAN-IPv6 [30] (Internet Protocol v6 over Low Power Wireless
Personal Area Networks) has defined encapsulation to enable the packets to be sent and
received over IEEE 802.15.4
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The specific of 6LowPAN proposed by the working group are an adaptation of IPv6 packets
over IEEE 802.15.4 as data-link and physical layer protocol.
6LoWPAN uses only UDP as TCP is considered to be too resource-demanding.
The IPv6 Routing PRotocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [32] is a standardized
routing protocol primarily used in a 6LoWPAN network. RPL creates a destination-oriented
directed acyclic graph (DODAG) b
 etween the nodes in a 6LoWPAN.
RPL supports traffic towards a DODAG root and bidirectional traffic between 6LoWPAN
devices and between devices and the DODAG root.
There may exists multiple global RPL instances for a single 6LoWPAN network and a local RPL
DODAG can be created among a set of nodes inside a global DODAG:
Each node in a DODAG has a rank that indicates the position of a node relative to other nodes
and with respect to the DODAG root. Ranks strictly decrease in the up direction towards the
DODAG root and strictly increase from the DODAG root towards nodes.
The RPL protocol provides new ICMPv6 control messages [39] to exchange routing graph
information.
Gateway
IoT Gateway manages the bidirectional data traffic between different networks and
protocols. Another function of gateway is to translate different network protocols and make
sure interoperability of the connected devices and sensors.
Gateways can be configured to perform pre-processing of the collected data from thousands
of sensors locally before transmitting it to the next stage. In some scenarios, it would be
necessary due to compatibility of TCP/IP protocol.
IoT gateway offers certain level of security for the network and transmitted data with higher
order encryption techniques. It acts as a middle layer between devices and cloud to protect
the system from malicious attacks and unauthorized access.
Cloud
10

Internet of things creates massive data from devices, applications and users which has to be
managed in an efficient way. IoT cloud offers tools to collect, process, manage and store huge
amount of data in real time. Industries and services can easily access these data remotely and
make critical decisions when necessary.
Basically, IoT cloud is a sophisticated high performance network of servers optimized to
perform high speed data processing of billions of devices, traffic management and deliver
accurate analytics. Distributed database management systems are one of the most important
components of IoT cloud.
Cloud system integrates billions of devices, sensors, gateways, protocols, data storage and
provides predictive analytics. Companies use these analytics data for improvement of
products and services, preventive measures for certain steps and build their new business
model accurately.
Analytics
One of the major Advantages of an efficient IoT System is real time smart analytics which
helps engineers to find out irregularities in the collected data and act fast to prevent and
undesired scenario.
Service providers can prepare for further steps if the information is collected accurately at the
right time.
Information is very significant in any business model and predictive analysis ensures success
in concerned area of business line.
User Interface
User Interfaces are the visible, tangible part of the IoT system which can be accessed by users.
Modern technology offers much interactive design to ease complex tasks into simple touch
panels control. These panels have replaced hard switches in appliances and the trend is
increasing.
Having more and more set of application they can be divided them into 4 groups
● Consumer
● Commercial
● Infrastructure Spaces
● Industrial

Consumer Applications
In this group there are all the IoT devices for consumer use such as home automation,
wearable technology, connected health and so on.[40][41]
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A lot of focus is in the last 5 years and in the last one to smart home hub to control smart
home devices such as
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
Lighting control system
Smart grid and control meter
Home robots
Leak, smoke and CO detector
Indoor positioning system
Air control
Smart Kitchen

These hubs are used to control all IoT devices in the home and
usually are voice or touch controlled such as Google Home or
Amazon Echo .

Commercial Applications
In this group there are IoT devices intended for Medical and Healthcare, Transportation and
Building Purposes such as Smart Heart monitors for hospitals [15] or Smart Traffic control and
Smart Parking devices [3] and Smart buildings[2] for example schools ones[13]
This is still a new field and is expected to grow in the next years .
12

Infrastructure Applications

Monitoring and controlling operation of sustainable urban and rural infrastructures like
bridges, railway tracks and wind-farms is a key application for IoT [6][7].
The use of IoT in this case benefits with cost saving, time reduction and increase productivity
with Real-Time Data Analytics.
Using IoT devices for monitoring and operating infrastructure will improve also incident
management and the quality of service even in areas such as waste management.
With IoT devices Smart grids [26] can be created where both consumer and producer benefits
from the data gathered by IoT devices implemented for example in the case of the smart grid
created by Tesla in Australia.

Industry Applications
Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) refers to interconnected sensors, instruments and other
devices networked together with computers’ industrial applications. [42]
13

This is kind of application is very important because highly integrated smart cyber physical
space opens door to create a whole new business and market opportunities for
manufacturing.
The key goal of IIOT is to extend traditional Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) that are
predominantly used within industrial computing and networking infrastructures, into the
embedded world, where digital representations of real world services with traditional services
and data.
IoT intelligent systems enables:
● rapid manufacturing of new products
● dynamic response to product demands
● real time optimization of manufacturing
● Predictive maintenance
● Statistical evaluation
● Maximize the reliability
The term Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) is often encountered in manufacturing industries.

Industry 4.0
The Industrial Internet of things could generate so much business value that it will lead to the
Fourth Industrial Revolution also called Industry 4.0. [43]
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The term Industry 4.0 (I4) originates from a project in the high-tech strategy of the German
Government, revived then in 2011, during 2013 at the Hannover Fair the final report of the
Working Group Industry 4.0 was presented.
There are four design principles in Industry 4.0:
●
●

●

●

Interconnection: The ability of machines, devices, sensors and people to connect and
communicate via IoT
Information Transparency: the technology should provide transparency, Inter
connectivity allow operator to collect immense amount of data and information from
all points, aiding the functionality to identify areas that can benefit from improvement
Technical assistance: The ability of assistance system to aggregating and visualising
information comprehensively for making decision. Also the ability of cyber physical
system to support humans conducting task unsafe, exhausting and unpleasant.
Decentralized decision: ability to make decision autonomously directly by the
systems.

Impact of Industry 4.0
The fourth Industrial revolution has a huge impact on:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Services and business models
Reliability and continuous productivity
IT Security
Machine Safety
Manufacturing Sales
Product lifecycle
Industry value chain
Workers education and skills
Socio-economic factors
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Challenges of Industry 4.0
Along with impacts there are challenges to be faced the challenges of this revolution
●
●
●
●
●

Integrity of production
Need for skills
IT Security issues
Data Security
Protection of industrial secrets

Security Issues
As enlightened from the previous section one of the main challenges both in Internet of
Things and in the Industry 4.0 is the Security and Vulnerabilities.
In fact as more IoT infrastructures are deployed and smart city services become integral part
of our lives, these issues need to be addressed.[28][7]
Security issues can be summarized in different categories:
● Security
● Privacy
● Trust
The high number of interconnected devices arises also scalability issues, so a flexible
infrastructure is needed to be able to deal with security threat in such a dynamic
environment.[1]
The vision of the IoT has led to a competitive market for stakeholders that, in the absence of
common standards, maket proprietary and application-specific solutions, including a variety
of hardware platform, operating systems, communication protocols and data management
schemes.
Now the deployment of IIOT are closed source and privately runned, these application-specific
deployments have limited scope in data while information and knowledge sharing is achieved
through custom internet gateways. These solution are non-scalable, with low cost efficiency
and non adaptive.
Different bodies are trying to standardise but no standard till now has managed to attract the
vast majority of the stakeholders.
IIOT systems are characterized by energy constraints, irregular configurations, time-varying
topology, large scale and changing applications. thus the solutions need to be differently
implemented respect the ad-hoc networking.
In sensors networks:
● The number of interacting devices is extremely large and dense
● The resources are very limited
● There is no fixed infrastructure
● Network topology is unknown before deployment
● High risk of physical attacks
16

While in traditional wired and wireless networks these are standard security requirements in
low cost wireless sensors are more vulnerable.
For that reason an adversary can easily capture the devices, read the content of the memory
learning the cyptographic secret.
In addition the high node-to-human ratio make impossible to consider the presence of an
online server that maintains individual nodes constantly, making impossible techniques of pre
distribution of keys.
Adding to that nodes are battery operated, so security systems must reduce the energy
consumption. IOT devices have also limited computing and storage capability, so
cryptographic algorithms and protocols that require intensive computation, communication
or storage are not applicable.
An IIOT node is defined a normal node or node with normal behaviour if it operates following
the systems specifications. Otherwise it is catalogued it as malicious node or adversary.

Threats Types
Wireless Threats
The most basic threats are due to communication that takes places over a wireless channel.
Wireless communication suffers from a number of vulnerabilities:[44]
●

●

●

Eavesdropping The most easy way is to overhear the information that the node
transmits or receives and then analyze the data and extract sensitive information
without interacting with the network. This is part of Passive attacks.
Data alteration An adversary can cause collisions of wireless transmissions and then
try to modify the message exchanged between wireless parties. This is part of Active
attacks.
Identity Theft The attacker can impersonate a legitimate user and when the original
user is inactive, transmit messages without being noticed.

Routing Threats
As many routing protocol for wireless sensor are simple they can be an easy target for
attacks.
Attacks of this type can be classified in:
●

Spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information while sending the data the
information in transit could be altered, spoofed, replayed or destroyed. Since the
nodes have a short range transmission, an attacker with high processing power and
17

●
●

●

●

●

●

large communication range could attack several sensors simultaneously and modify
the transmitted informations.
Selective forwarding The malicious node may refuse to forward every message it
gets, acting as black hole or just forwarding part of them acting as a Gray Hole
Sinkhole Attacks In this case the goal of the attacker is to attract all of the traffic
especially in the case of a flooding based protocol. Then the malicious node can listen,
to request for routes and then reply to the requesting node with messages containing
a bogus route with the shortest path to the requested destination
Sybil Attacks In Sybil attack the compromised node presents itself as multiple nodes,
as a effect the usage and the efficiency of the distributed algorithms are degraded.
Sybil attack can be made against distributed storage, routing, fair resource allocation
and misbehavior detection
Wormholes The malicious node tunnels messages from one part of the network over
a link that doesn’t exist normally to other art o the network. The simplest form of the
wormhole attack is to convince two nodes that are neighbors. This can be used in
combination with selective forwarding and eavesdropping
HELLO flood attacks this attack is based on the use by mani protocol of broadcast
Hello messages to announce themselves to the network. An attacker with greater
transmission may send hello messages to a large number of nodes, convincing them
that the attacker is near. This leaves the network in a confusion state
Acknowledgement Some network of IIOT require link layer acknowledgements. A
compromised node may exploit this by spoofing these acknowledgements, convincing
the sender that a weak link is strong or a dead sensor is alive

Denial of Service (DoS)
This class of attack does not concern the information on the network, rather the goal of the
attacker is to exhaust the resource of the network until it does not function properly.
In physical layer these could be jamming and tampering. Jamming is done by interfering with
the radio frequencies used by the node. Tampering refers to damaging and altering the
nodes.
An attacker can damage and replace a node stealing or replacing information and
cryptographic keys.

Security Solutions
Some solution proposed till now focus on the validation of the integrity of message exchanges
in order to securely route information across the network, other try to solve the problem
proposing a secure group of communication primitives on top of the networking layer.[45]
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Machine Learning Techniques
“The real value that the Internet of Things creates is at the intersection of
gathering data and leveraging it. All the information gathered by all the
sensors in the world isn’t worth very much if there isn’t an infrastructure in
place to analyze it in real time.”
Wired Magazine, April 18, 2016

Machine Learning and Industrial Internet of things are linked by the fact that the increasing
number of devices produces a multitude of information, it is needed algorithm that can learn
and find useful information in these data.
Machine Learning (ML) is the scientific study of algorithms and statistical models that
computer systems use to effectively perform a specific task, relying on patterns and inference
instead.[46]
Due to the fact that the network itself produces a lot of data on the transport layer, one use of
the data produced that proposed is to help network owners and participants to find out if the
network has been attacked or tampered.
In this thesis it is explored the use of Machine Learning applied to transport layer data to find
out security threats, in particular intrusion detection.

The machine Learning techniques used in this thesis of two types:
● Supervised Learning
● Unsupervised Learning
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Supervised Learning
These algorithm make use of a training set of input and output data. The algorithm learns the
relationship between the input and the output in the training set and then uses the
relationship to predict the output of new data.
Classification learning can predict the membership of a certain class.
To solve a problem with supervised learning one has to follow these steps:
1. Determine the type of the training example
2. Gather a training set, this training set needs to be representative of the real world use
case
3. Determine the input feature representation of the training set. Typically the object is
transformed into a feature vector containing all the features that are used
4. Determine the algorithm used
5. Run the algorithm to determine control parameter and adjusting them to optimizing
the performance on a subset of the training set
6. Evaluate the accuracy of the learned function, testing it on a separate set from the
training set
During this work different supervised learning algorithms are explored
● Random Forest
● KNN
● SVM
Random Forest
This algorithm operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and
outputting the class or mean of prediction of the individual trees.
Random forest can be used also to rank importance of variable in a regression or
classification.
This algorithm is useful when we want quick results without worrying too much about the
dataset.

Fig 1 Example of Random Forest
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K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
is a nonparametric method used for classification and regression, the output could be a class
membership or a property value for the objet.
KNN is one of the most easy algorithms for machine learning.[47]
The training examples in this case are vector in a multidimensional feature sace each with a
class label, k, defined by the user, is classified by assigning the label which is most frequent
among the k training examples nearest to that query point.

Fig 2 Example of KNN
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Given a set of training examples SVM training algorithms build a model that assign new
example to one category or the others making it non probabilistic binary linear classifier.
Classifying data is a common task in machine learning, and in the case of SVM the point is
viewed as p dimensional vector that can be separated with a (p-1) hyperplane.
One of the issue of this algorithm is that it requires full labelling of the data and it is directly
applicable for two-class tasks, requiring for more complex task a multi class SVM algorithm.
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Fig 3 Example of SVM

Unsupervised Learning
The unsupervised learning algorithm aims to make observations in data where there is no
known outcome or results, deducin underlying pattern and structure in the data. Association
learning is one of the most common forms, the algorithm search association between input
data.
K-Means is a method of vector quantization very popular for cluster analysis.
K-Means aims to partition n observations in k clusters in which each observation belongs to
the cluster with the nearest mean as prototype for the cluster
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Fig 4 Example of K means Algorithm
There are 4 steps to apply K Means [48][38]
1. Initialization The k number of data point is chosen randomly in the dataset (4 green
points) as initial centroids, these will be the center of the cluster
2. Cluster Assignment All the data point that are the closest to a centroid will create a
cluster, if the algorithm is using Euclidean distance, a straight line divides the two
clusters, perpendicular to the line between two centroids.
3. Move to centroid after having the new clusters, a centroid is a new value that is the
mean of all examples of the cluster
4. Repeat T
 he steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the centroid don’t change anymore
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Fig 5 pseudocode for K means
K means is very fast and efficient because the complexity of one iteration is
KxNXD
(K= number of clusters, N=number of samples, D=time to compute the distance between two
points)
As the main concept of this thesis is experimental, makes sense to use unsupervised learning
to find path and structure in the data.

Main Concept of this Thesis
The main idea is to look as intrusion detection as a second line of defence to protect IOT once
an intrusion is detected by activating countermeasures to minimize damages and launch
counter-attacks.
In this work is explored an Anomaly based intrusion detection system that operates at the
transport-layer level on top of 6LoWPAN network.
The system that proposed does not require any particular implementation of 6LoWPAN or
RPL as it uses ICMPv6 control messages defined by 6LoWPAN standard.
The high-level information logged passively for the state of the network are
● Round trip Time
● Hop Distance
● Packet Loss
In this thesis mainly 2 problems are addressed:

Problem 1: Characterize if the network includes at least 1 malicious
node
Problem 1.1: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize if the whole
network includes at least 1 malicious node.
Problem 1.2: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize if the whole
network includes at least 1 malicious node and also identify the type of attack.
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Problem 2: Characterize if one node in a network is a malicious node
Problem 2.1: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node in
the network if it is a malicious node.
Problem 2.2: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node in
the network if it is affected by a malicious node.
Problem 2.3: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node in
the network is a malicious node and also identify the type of attack.
Problem 2.4: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node in
the network if it is affected by a malicious node and also identify the type of attack.
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Chapter 2: Use Cases and Data Creation
In this chapter we analyze how we have created a use case to see if we can use Machine
Learning Techniques to find out if there is an intrusion in the Internet of Things Network.

Real Use Case: IOT-LAB
To create the first attempt the platform F
 IT IOT-LAB lab was used.
IoT-LAB provides a very large scale infrastructure suitable for testing small wireless sensor
devices and heterogeneous communicating objects.

This was used to emulate a large scale network with wireless sensors node, really deployed in
France, logging the communication between the real nodes.
Thanks to this use case we could work on real firmware and try real nodes and infrastructure.
Although this experiment has limitations due to the fact that we don’t have neither physical
access to the nodes or the router neither that we have administrator privileges over the
network.
IoT-LAB provides full control of network nodes and direct access to the gateways to which
nodes are connected, allowing researchers to monitor nodes energy consumption and
network-related metrics, e.g. end-to-end delay, throughput or overhead. The facility offers
quick experiments deployment, along with easy evaluation, results collection and analysis.
Defining complementary testbeds with different node types, topologies and environments
allows for coverage of a wide range of real-life use-cases.
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IoT-LAB testbeds are located at six different sites across France which gives forward access to
1786 wireless sensors nodes: Inria Grenoble (640), Inria Lille (293), Inria Saclay (264), ICube
Strasbourg (400), Institut Mines-Télécom Paris (160) and CITI Lab Lyon (29).
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Simulated Use Case: Cooja Simulator

Fig 6 Example of Cooja Simulator running on Contiki Os
The second attempt was made using a platform that simulate a network of Wireless sensors.
The name of the tool is Cooja Simulator, part of Contiki OS.
Contiki OS is the Open Source Operating System for the Internet of Things. Contiki connects
low-cost, low-power microcontrollers to the internet, making it a powerful toolbox for building
a complex wireless System.
Contiki OS is can correctly simulate the behavior of a network of Internet of Things, we can
use it to create different network topologies and in less time compared with the real use case,
giving us the permission to create node with malicious behaviour.
This tool is also developed by a world-wide team of developers with contributions from Atmel,
Cisco, ETH, Redwire LLC, SAP, Thingsquare, and many others, led by Adam Dunkels of
Thingsquare.

Contiki Features
Memory Allocation: Contiki is designed for tiny systems, having only a few kilobytes of
memory available. Contiki is therefore highly memory efficient and provides a set of
mechanisms for memory allocation: memory block allocation memb, a managed memory
allocator mmem, as well as the standard C memory allocator malloc.
Full IP Networking: Contiki provides a full IP network stack, with standard IP protocols such
as UDP, TCP, and HTTP, in addition to the new low-power standards like 6lowpan, RPL, and
CoAP. The Contiki IPv6 stack, developed by and contributed to Contiki by Cisco, is fully
certified under the IPv6 Ready Logo program.
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Power Awareness: Contiki is designed to operate in extremely low-power systems: systems
that may need to run for years on a pair of AA batteries. To assist the development of
low-power systems, Contiki provides mechanisms for estimating the system power
consumption and for understanding where the power was spent.
6lowpan, RPL, CoAP: Contiki supports the recently standardized IETF protocols for low-power
IPv6 networking, including the 6lowpan adaptation layer, the RPL IPv6 multi-hop routing
protocol, and the CoAP RESTful application-layer protocol.

To use Cooja Simulator you need to download Instant Contiki from contiki-os.org with Instant
Contiki, a tool of 3.0 GB that is a virtual Machine created with all the necessary toolchains and
software for development.
After unzipping the downloaded file, Virtual machine Manager is needed, such as Virtualbox
and VMWare, for this example I decided to use Virtualbox.
In Virtualbox you need to create a new virtual Machine with the following specifications
● Type: Linux
● Version: Ubuntu 32-bit
● Memory: default
● Existing Virtual Hard Disk: Instant_Contiki_Ubuntu_12.04_32-bit.vmdk

Fig 7 Settings for the virtual Machine

After that we are presented with the basic system environment
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Fig 8 Environment of Instant Contiki 3.0

Here can run the Cooja Simulator opening a terminal and digiting
cd contiki/tools/cooja
ant run

Fig 9 Contiki Simulator log

Fig 10 Contiki Simulator

Where the first simulation is created with these parameters
● Radio Medium (UDGM)
30

●
●

Mote startup delay (1000)
Random seed: 123456

Fig 11 Simulation Settings

After that the network should be created, adding firstly the router (Sky Mote) with the
firmware of the router.

Fig 12 Adding Motes
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Fig 13 Selecting Firmware
There are different types of firmware:
● border-router.sky
● sky-websense-BH.sky
● sky-websense-GH.sky
● sky-websense-GH30.sky
● sky-websense-GH70.sky
● sky-websense-WH.sky
border-router is the firmware for the router, while the others represent the firmware for a
Sky motes with different behaviour.
WH White Hole is the firmware for a normal behaving node.
BH Black Hole represent the firmware for a node that is behaving like a Black Hole, where
the incoming or outgoing traffic is silently discarded or dropped, without informing that the
data did not reach its intended recipient.
GH Gray Hole is a firmware where the node drop 50% of the packets incoming and outgoing,
similar to Black Holes, there are 3 types, GH30, GH and GH70 that respectively drop 30, 50 and
70 percent of the traffic.
To obtain the network 9 more nodes are created with the firmware of the normal behaving
node (sky-websense-WH.sky) and positioning them until getting a network similar to this one.
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Fig 14 Network of Nodes
After that the node 1 is selected to be accessible from the network to collect data in Mote
tools for Sky 1> Serial Socket (SERVER) and clicking on Start
Now the router is listening on command from the ip 127.0.0.1:60001
To connect to the router
~/contiki/examples/ipv6/rpl-border-router$ make connect-router-cooja
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Fig 15 Terminal with the commands for router listening

If clicking on “Start” will start the simulation and the nodes communicate while the program is
showing which ipv6 packets are transmitted.
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Fig 16 Network interaction

To create the use case a shell file is used to to log the information of every packet of every
node of the network.
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Fig 17 Bash script for logging
This file is written in bash and define:
● type: type of the experiment
● total: total number of pings
● delay: delay between
● date: date of the experiment
● logfile:  name of the logfile
This program declares the nodes, then creates the directory if not exists and start to ping all
different nodes, every 5 seconds for 200 times, for a total of 1000 seconds or 16.6 minutes.
The command ping 6 is then logged directly in a different file for each node.
So in the end of this procedure there are as many files as nodes in the network.
A ping is sent to every node and three main informations are gathered:
● ICMP sequence Number (icmp_seq)
● Time to Live (ttl)
● Round trip Time (time)
36

These information are represented in plain text files

Fig 18 Example of log

Data Types
The dataset that faced were made of two types:
● 9 Nodes
● 16 Nodes
25 nodes type could not be efficiently studied as a lot of wireless interferences takes place
and also as the simulator need more power some of the packets are not received.
For every Dataset there were different implementation both in Random order Grid order.
Random Grid
In this positioning the nodes are created in random position in the Network in a way that
there is a path between all the nodes, so the nodes ar not farer than the maximum range.
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Fig 19 Example of Random Grid
Square grid
The nodes are created in a way that they create a square grid with on the top the Router.
In this way it is more ordered and the traffic can be measured efficiently.
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Fig 20 Example of Square Grid
9 Nodes
● Random Grid
○ Normal 2 Traces
○ Gray Hole 3 Traces
○ Black Hole 4 Traces
● Square Grid
○ Normal 3 Traces
○ Gray Hole 5 Traces
○ Black Hole 10 Traces
16 Nodes
● Square Grid
○ Normal 5 Traces
○ Gray Hole 6 Traces
○ Black Hole 2 Traces
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Chapter 3: Data analysis
Tools
To have a comprehensive analysis of the data used:
● Python 3.7.3
● https://jupyter.org/ 5.7.7
● PyCharm 2018.3.5
Focusing on usability and ease to use the tools that choosed are well implemented, stable and
well documented.
Python was used mostly for calculation and the easy implementation of the Machine
Learning Tools.
Jupyter Notebook on the other hand despite his young age, is useful due to its simplicity in
running code with the interactive Python Implementation.
Having both Interactive and normal Python implementation was easier to manage using
PyCharm and IDE for large Python Projects.

Libraries
●
●
●
●
●
●

matplotlib (3.0.2) Used to create plots during the analysis phase
json (2.0.6) Used during the reading and editing of Json files for both Cooja and IoT
labs
os Integrated with the system, used to access to files and directory
pandas  (0.23.4) Use to manage and create DataFrame object types
numpy (1.16.2) to store numbers and arrays
sklearn (0.20.2) is the library with implemented all the machine learning techniques
used in this thesis

System
All the work presented in this thesis is conducted on a machine running
● Arch Linux x86_64
● Kernel 5.0.8-arch1
● CPU Intel i7-7500U
● GPU NVidia GeForce GTX 950M
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Fig 21 Host System Specifications

Github Repository
All the code is present in the github repository h
 ttps://github.com/fedebyes/iot-netprofiler

Phase 1: Data Analysis per Node
As there are have different cases for the datas there was a need to create a unique way to
store them.
For that reason there is a function that read all .log files from the network in every folder and
put them as data easily accessible for every Case (Network disposition ei. 9 Nodes with a Black
Hole in node 3 in Square grid).
So for every node there is a file .log containing the output of the command ping6 to the
respective node, for every case the .log file is stored it in a different directory.
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Fig 22 Content of the Log folder
For this first step was stored for every case a list of nodes that contains a custom object Node
that has 3 properties:
● IP = The ID (or IP of the node)
● Hop = distance from the root
● Pkts = Data Frame Object (From the Pandas Library in Python) containing all the
information of the packets in 3 columns
○ Seq =Number of sequence of the packet
○ RTT = Round Trip Time
This is done thanks to the function i import_nodes_Cooja_2 present in the project called for every
group of traces from the function i mport_Cooja2

def import_nodes_Cooja_2(directory,tracemask,node_defaults):
files = []

This function reads the files in
the directory and extract the
informations

# load all files and extract IPs of nodes
for f ile i n o
 s.listdir(directory):
try:
i f f ile.startswith(tracemask) and f ile.index("routes"):
c
 ontinue
except:
files.append(file)
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nodes = pd.DataFrame(columns=['node_id', 'rank'])
packets_node = {}
# Load the ICMP traces
for f ile i n f iles:
packets = pd.read_csv(directory + ' /' + file,
sep=' |icmp_seq=|ttl=|time=',
na_filter=True,
header=None,
skiprows=1
 ,
skipfooter=4,
usecols=[3, 5, 7, 9
 ],
names=['node_id', ' seq', ' hop', ' rtt'],
engine=' python').dropna().drop_duplicates()
if l en(packets) < 1
 :
#
 Nodes affected by a black hole did not receive any packet
n
 ode_id = file[-24:-4]
i f(node_id=="aa::212:7411:11:1111"):
node_id="aaaa::212:7411:11:1111"
p
 ackets = pd.DataFrame(columns=['node_id', ' seq', ' hop', ' rtt'],
data=[[node_id, 1
 , node_defaults[node_id], 1] ])

Here the ICMP traces are
loaded

If there are nodes that are
affected by a malicious node
the log file will be almost
empty

nodes.loc[len(nodes)] = [file[-24:-4], node_defaults[node_id]]
packets_node[file[-24:-4]] = packets
else:
#
 print("qui")
p
 ackets['node_id'] = packets.apply(lambda r ow:
row['node_id'][:-1], axis=1)
#
 print(packets["hop"].head())
#print(nodes)
#nodes.loc[len(nodes)-1] = [packets['node_id'][0], 64-packets['hop'][0]]
#print("ciao"+ str(64-packets['hop'][0]))
#print(nodes.loc[7])
p
 ackets = packets.sort_values(by=['node_id', ' seq'],
ascending=True, n
 a_position='first')
packets = packets[packets['rtt'] > 1
 ]
packets["hop"]= 6
 4-packets['hop']
packets_node[packets['node_id'][0]] = packets

All the values of RTT, Hop,
node_id and Seq are extracted
and put in a list of packets

nodes=nodes.sort_values(by=['rank', 'node_id'])
#tranformation in node
nodeList=[]
for n
 in p
 ackets_node.keys():
#print((packets_node[n]).head())
pkts=packets_node[n].drop(["node_id","hop"],axis=1)
#print(pkts)
hop=int(packets_node[n]["hop"][0])
ip=packets_node[n]["node_id"][0]
#print(hop)
n=node(ip,hop,pkts)
nodeList.append(n)

This list is then transformed to
the common interface of
nodes

return n
 odeList
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Fig 23 Example of Dataframe containing the data of every node
After this step was necessary to apply Machine Learning techniques to have a unique Data
Frame of Data for every case, so the decision was to use some statistics of every node of the
case as entry for this input DataFrame.

Phase 2: Generating per Node Statistics
Before generating per node statistic is necessary to introduce the concept of windows.
The test conducted on Cooja consist in 200 pings answer, done every 5 seconds for a total of
1000 seconds (16 minutes) of test.
As the duration of the test is long and trying to emulate the aspect of a real network that is
active most of the time, it is better to train the algorithm directly with a little part of the data.
It is certain that with a big amount of data some anomalies can be discovered, it is not certain
if anomalies could be discovered in a small extract of these data.
An example to better understand this concept we can take as example the RTT Graph of the
node aaaa:212:7404:4:404 in the case of the Square grid of 9 nodes with a Black Hole in the
node 5.
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Fig 24 5 RTT Graph for node 3 in case of 1 Black Hole in node 6
We can see that we have the packet number between 0 and 200, so we can imagine to divide
it in 2 windows of 100 packets or 4 windows of 50 packets.
Another idea could be to divide it of windows that partly complement each other to have
virtually more data (EI Window 1: packets 0 to 50, Window 2: packets 25 to 75, Window 3:
packets from 50 to 100, etc).
For now the statistics are created with 4 different sizes of windows:
● 200 packets (1 window)
● 100 packets (2 windows)
● 50 packets (4 windows)
● 25 packets (8 windows)
Plotting all graph in a big table give us the possibility to understand how the malicious node
affect the other nodes.
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Fig 25 Example of 9 nodes network
In the case of figure 25, where node 6 is a Black Hole, watching the graph it is clear that affect
just the node 9.

Fig 26 RTT Graph for node 8 in case of 1 Black Hole in node 6
In fact the RTT graph, with time on y axis and the sequence number on X axis show a normal
behaviour with just little packet loss (seq 100-120).
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Fig 27 RTT Graph for node 9 in case of 1 Black Hole in node 6
In the RTT graph of Node number 9 (directly one hop after the Black Hole in node 6) we can
see that there is total packet loss and no packet is received.

Fig 28 RTT Graph of the case grid9_1bh6
A better overview of the figure 27 is given by all the RTT graphs in figure 28, showing that the
Black Hole is receiving all the packets but not transmitting to node 9, 7 or 10.
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Fig 29 Links in the case of 9 nodes Square Grid

The example is clearer in the figure 37, where the Black hole is the node 6. Links between
nodes are represented from a line, black in normal case, red in the case of the link is affected
from the malicious node 6.
As we can see the nodes 7, 9 and 10, in this particular case node 5 and 8 are not affected
because the RPL algorithm detect a different path (1->3->5->8).
In the repository is possible to find the complete pdf and study all the cases.
Other statistics analyze were the density of packets,
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Fig 30 Density of packets for every node in the case grid9_1bh6
This plot, made for every node in every case represent the Kernel density Estimation of the
RTT of every packet.
The X axis is time in ms, while on the y axis is the density.
As expected the nodes that are far from the router have a more distributed curve, due to the
different latency of every hop.
On the other hand nodes that are affected from the Black Hole don’t have any packet and so
no Kernel Density Estimation is possible.
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In figure 30 is represented also an histogram to see how many packets have the same RTT
time, expressed in milliseconds.

Another study done is the Density of delay by case

Fig 35 An extract of density of delay by case fo the node number 4
The analysis of the density of delay is done for every node as part of research process.
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Fig 36 Analysis of density of outliers for node 8
Another research done was the density of outliers described in figure 36, this plot is
generated for every node for every case. The presence of outliers is connected with the fact
that a node received the packets, as if there are no packets there are not outliers, for that
reason the number of outliers is included.
Thanks to the function create_stats this is possible and the statistics for windows are saved in
a csv file to avoid recalculate every time the statistic.
def create_stats(directory, df, pings, window):
cases =
 []
casesAccuracy = df["case_accuracy"].values
casesAccuracy2 =
 df["case_accuracy2"].values

This function creates the
statistic for every node in the
window

cases = df["case"].values
folder =
 df["directory"].values + directory
data = import_Cooja2(df, directory)
print("Processing...")
d = {"experiment": [],
" node_id": [],
" label": [],
" label_2":[],
" loss": [],
" count": [],
" std": [],
" mean": [],
" var": [],
" hop": [],
"min":[],
" max":[],

The features of the dataframe
that we want to create are
defined in the dictionary d

" outliers": [],
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" window": []
}
# count=[]
labels =
 []
var =
 []
 n
 = pings
for i i n range(l en(data)):
# window=pings[i]
for j i n range(l en(data[i])):
f or z i n range(0
 , n, i nt(window)):

node = data[i][j].pkts
n
 ame =
 str(j) + " " +
 cases[i]
nodeWindow = node[(node["seq"] < z + window) &
(node["seq"] >= z)]
nodeWindowP = nodeWindow["rtt"]
d["count"].append(nodeWindowP.count())
#
 Case without outliers
# Case with outliers
s td = 0

i f ( nodeWindowP.std() > 1
 0):
s td =
 1
s td = nodeWindowP.std()
d["std"].append(std)
mean=0
i f(nodeWindowP.mean()>mean): mean=nodeWindowP.mean()
#
 if(mean<1):print(mean)
d
 ["mean"].append(mean)
var = 0

i f ( nodeWindowP.var() > var): var = nodeWindowP.var()
d["var"].append(var)
d["experiment"].append(cases[i])
d["hop"].append(data[i][j].hop)
i f(casesAccuracy[i]=="normal"):
d["label"].append("Normal")
e
 lse:
d["label"].append("Attacked")
i f ( casesAccuracy[i] == "normal"):
d["label_2"].append("Normal")
e
 lif(casesAccuracy[i] == " BH"):
d["label_2"].append("BH")
e
 lse:
d["label_2"].append("GH")
d["outliers"].append(getOutliers(nodeWindow)["rtt"].count())
m
 issing =
 window - nodeWindow.count()
d["node_id"].append(data[i][j].ip)
mP = getPercentageMissingPackets(nodeWindow, window)
d["min"].append(data[i][j].pkts["rtt"].min())
d["max"].append(data[i][j].pkts["rtt"].max())
d["loss"].append(mP)
d["window"].append(window)

With 3 for loops we check the
type of traces, then we extract
the node statistic and with the
third the statistic is generated
per window
Generation of sequence value

Generation of std value
Generation of mean value
Generation of var, experiment
and hop value
The label is given here from
the name of the network

Generation of outliers,
node_id, min, max, loss and
window value.

stats = pd.DataFrame(d)
stats.to_csv(directory + "stats.csv", s ep=' ,', encoding='utf-8')
return s tats
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The statistics created are of course different for every window and for this experiment we
choose to calculate the following statistics:
● loss: Packet loss for the window
● count: Number of packets received per window
● std: Standard deviation of the RTT time of the packets
● mean: Mean of the RTT time of the packets
● var: Variance of the RTT time of the packets
● hop: hop of the node when the packet was received
● min: minimum RTT time of the packets
● max: maximum RTT time of the packets
● outliers: number of packets that have a value of RTT very far from the average RTT
time
● window: amplitude of the window

So after running the function create_stats we have as output a Data Frame containing all the
information as well as other extra information such as the name of the node and if the node
was a Normal behaving Node, a Black Hole behaving Node or a Grey Hole behaving node and
if the node was attacked or not.

The main problem that was faced was the mislabeling of the nodes:
the nodes were labeled following the network, so if the network contained a malicious node
all the nodes of the network were labeled as malicious, but some of the nodes not affected or
not malicious would be then mislabeled.
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Fig 31 Example of 9 nodes network
For example in the figure 31, if the node 5 is a Black Hole, it doesn’t affect nodes 10, 4, 3 and
2, so they should be labeled as normal.
To do so was necessary manual labeling after checking every case we created.
This is very important for the next chapter talking about labels and accuracy.
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Phase 3: Machine Learning Techniques
The most common Machine Learning method for Anomaly Detection is K-Means, as it is very
easy to use it for any type of grouping. [48]
Kmeans is an Unsupervised learning Algorithm, that means that the computer is trained with
unlabeled data and the output is not categorizable.
This is very useful to detect patterns and get meaningful insights when the human expert
doesn’t know what to look in the data.
At first we divide the input stats for window
directory="../cooja3-9nodes/"
df = pd.read_csv(directory + "stats_per_node.csv", sep=' ,', e
 ncoding='utf-8').drop(columns="Unnamed: 0")
win_25_stats = df[df["window"] == 25]
win_50_stats = df[df["window"] == 50]
win_100_stats= df[df["window"] == 100]
win_200_stats = df[df["window"] == 2
 00]
trace_stats = {
25: win_25_stats.drop(columns=["label_2"]),
50: win_50_stats.drop(columns=["label_2"]),
100: win_100_stats.drop(columns=["label_2"]),
200: win_200_stats.drop(columns=["label_2"]),
}

In this way we have 4 different dataset, every dataset has different data, as the statistic are
calculated by window.
features_to_drop = [
'node_id', 'experiment', 'label', "window",
"mean",
#'loss',
'count',
'outliers',
"std",
#"var",
"hop",
#
 "min",
"max"
]

For the experiment we saw that in the case of K-Means the best feature that we wanted to use
where the packet loss, the variance and the minimum.
That is logically explained by the fact that as construction behavior the malicious node are
having an effect of dropping a lot of packets, having the packet loss near 100%.
The core of the algorithm is in the following code
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figsize= figsize=(10,30)
fig, axs= plt.subplots(len(trace_stats),1,
figsize=figsize,sharey=True, )
count=-1
for t race_size in t race_stats:
count+=1

Empty plots are created
Every experiment (trace) is evaluated

trace = trace_stats[trace_size]
target = trace["label"].values
correction = []
for i i n range(l en(target)):
if ( i == "Normal"):
correction.append(0)
else:
correction.append(1)
#dropping features
features = trace.drop(columns=features_to_drop)
kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=2)
kmeans.fit(features)
labels = kmeans.predict(features)
#labels = f.accuracy_score_corrected(correction, labels)
trace["KmeansLabels"]=labels
centroids = kmeans.cluster_centers_
#print(trace)
#print(centroids)
#End of algorithm
#Try to draw them
X=features
pca = PCA(n_components=2)
pca.fit(X)
X_ = pca.transform(X)
dfPCA = pd.DataFrame({'x1': X_[:,0], ' x2': X_[:,1]})
dfPCA["labels"]=labels
labels = trace['KmeansLabels'].unique().tolist()
#plt.figure(figsize=(7,5))

for l ab i n labels:
#print(lab)
#print(dfPCA[dfPCA['labels'] == lab])
axs[count].scatter(dfPCA.loc[dfPCA['labels'] == lab, ' x1'],
dfPCA.loc[dfPCA['labels'] == lab, ' x2'], l abel=lab)
axs[count].legend()

The correction array is created

Features are dropped
K means algorithm from skitlearn is
called with 2 clusters
The prediction is assigned to the label
array
the centroids of the cluster are saved

PCA algorithm is called to reduce the
number of dimension to 2 to plot the
results and understand better how
kmeans clusterized the results

The results are plotted in the plots and
colored by cluster of pertinency

At first we can use just 2 cluster to identify if a node is malicious or not, then we can try to use
3 to identify if also a node is a Gray Hole behaving.
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Fig 32 Cluster division (after PCA) of the nodes label with windows of 25 and 50

Fig 33 Cluster division (after PCA) of the nodes label with windows of 100 and 200
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In this case we can easily see how K-Means divide in two different clusters the example with 9
nodes, in all different cases pointing out in orange all the misbehaving nodes.
The 4 graphs are the 4 different sizes of windows (25, 50, 100 and 200).
In this case the code is runned using PCA (from sklearn) a way to reduce the dimensions of
the cluster to better understand how the Algorithm divided the results using just 3
parameters (loss, var and min)
This result because we can easily see that there are more normal behaving nodes and the
number of misbehaving nodes match the number of nodes inserted in the differents
experiments.
In this case we saw that for example we can easily detect nodes that are not receiving packets
but we cannot detect the node that is producing the problems. In other words we can detect
the effect of the problem but not necessarily the problem.

Figure 28 Cluster division (after PCA) of the nodes label using 3 clusters
In the same way we can use the algorithm to create more cluster and check the effect of
different types of attacks (Black Holes and Gray Holes)
In the figure 28 we have the same example of the previous image (9 Nodes with windows of
25) and the same parameters with just one change: the output of the K-Means algorithm is 3
Cluster and not 2.

Here there is an extract of the code that runs the experiment with K-Means and the 3 clusters,
thanks to skitlearn the implementation of K-Means is very easy and intuitive.
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Phase 4: Accuracy of the method
This accuracy is for predicting with K-Means if a node was Malicious or not is high (76.8%) for
every type of window (25, 50, 100, 200).
Due to the limitation of unsupervised learning it is not possible to calculate the accuracy for
the prediction of the three cases attack, as the cluster are assigned randomly from the
machine.
I strongly suggest to use Supervised Learning in this case study.
In a more production wise tool probably the best Idea would be to use Unsupervised learning
In a big industry is impossible to create entry and labels for attacks to train the machine
learning algorithm.
Other solution elaborated implement the use of supervised learning algorithm such as KNN,
Random Forest and SVM, these solution are very powerful and give us pretty good results in
this experiment even with the separate labeling in 3 classes.
The separate labeling requires a lot of time because the expert need to check every layout of
the network checking every node statistics.

Fig 34 Results of different Algorithm saved in a dataframe
The solution of using supervised learning, as previously stated, has the big limits to being
linked to the fact that a human expert need to manually label the data, like in this case.
This method peaked the 99% percent of right prediction, but this kind of methods is very
difficult to implement in a real Internet of Things Network such and Industry.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Future Work
As stated in the previous chapter this method is very efficient and useful to understand if
there is an Intrusion in the network.
Let’s see in conclusion the solution to the different problems proposed in the first Chapter
Problem 1.1: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize if the
whole network includes at least 1 malicious node.
Solution 1.1: This problem is solved using the Machine Learning technique, with both supervised
and unsupervised types we can easily spot misbehaving nodes, so if in a network there is more
than one misbehaving node, we can safely assume that the whole network is malicious.

Problem 1.2: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize if the
whole network includes at least 1 malicious node and also identify the type of attack.
Solution 1.2: As the previous problem we can consider it solved and with very high accuracy we
can also spot the type of the attack

Problem 2.1: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node
in the network if it is a malicious node.
Solution 2.1: This problem is not possible to solve just observing the traces of the network, by
definition a node that is malicious (a Black Hole) is correctly answering to pings but is not
forwarding messages, that means for the traces we can collect there is not packet loss nor a big
variance
Problem 2.2: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node
in the network if it is affected by a malicious node.
Solution 2.2: The solution of this problem is found thanks to the per node analysis method
developed in this thesis.

Problem 2.3: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node
in the network is a malicious node and also identify the type of attack.
Solution 2.4: as the problem 2.1, just using the traces is not possible to divide a malicious node by
a normal one because both are correctly answering to the pings
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Problem 2.4: Given a set of traces collected from the network, we want to characterize each node
in the network if it is affected by a malicious node and also identify the type of attack.
Solution 2.3: We saw not only that we can identify if the node is malicious, just using two cluster
but even the type of attack, using three clusters.

Conclusions
The method explored in this thesis can be easily implemented in a production environment,
using a PC connected to the network where all the nodes are, or simply and more security
wise running a script continuously from the router itself.
The Python function can produce datas and results more and more precise while data are
gathering, so we can just let a file open for writing from one side (the stats_per_node.csv file)
and reading from the other side.
This methods does not take into account possible fail of the network, possibility that simply
the nodes are not connected anymore and limitation of the IIOT network implementation.
Using ICMP messages can give us insight about the state of the node itself but in my opinion
can’t give us an idea of the fact that a network is attacked, due to the limitation itself of the
environment, while we can actually implement ways that are more intrusive and requires
direct connection to the router to check the messages transmitted in the network.
This anomaly detection Systems is a second line of defence towards intrusion detection, when
the attack already has been successful, so for that reason is a suggested system to implement
but just if paired with other system to prevent the attack in the first place.

Future work
Although the Anomaly Detection System demonstrated to resolve the problems towards
some attack such as Black Holes and Grey Holes Attacks, we need to create more experiment
to see if it will detect even more types of attacks. Other than that probably a more intrusive
way to have insight and use the data is way more efficient, but to do so we will need to have
administrator privileges to the network.
To conclude the future of the idea behind this thesis is promising and can solve one of the
most important challenges that we are facing right now in the Industrial Internet of Things
using tools such as Machine Learning.
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